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ABSTRACT
We use large hybrid simulations to study ion acceleration and generation of magnetic turbulence due
to the streaming of particles that are self-consistently accelerated at non-relativistic shocks. When
acceleration is efficient, we find that the upstream magnetic field is significantly amplified. The total
amplification factor is larger than 10 for shocks with Alfve´nic Mach number M = 100, and scales with
the square root of M . The spectral energy density of excited magnetic turbulence is determined by
the energy distribution of accelerated particles, and for moderately-strong shocks (M . 30) agrees
well with the prediction of resonant streaming instability, in the framework of quasilinear theory of
diffusive shock acceleration. For M & 30, instead, Bell’s non-resonant hybrid (NRH) instability is
predicted and found to grow faster than resonant instability. NRH modes are excited far upstream by
escaping particles, and initially grow without disrupting the current, their typical wavelengths being
much shorter than the current ions’ gyroradii. Then, in the nonlinear stage, most unstable modes
migrate to larger and larger wavelengths, eventually becoming resonant in wavelength with the driving
ions, which start diffuse. Ahead of strong shocks we distinguish two regions, separated by the free-
escape boundary: the far upstream, where field amplification is provided by the current of escaping
ions via NRH instability, and the shock precursor, where energetic particles are effectively magnetized,
and field amplification is provided by the current in diffusing ions. The presented scalings of magnetic
field amplification enable the inclusion of self-consistent microphysics into phenomenological models
of ion acceleration at non-relativistic shocks.
Subject headings: acceleration of particles — ISM: supernova remnants — magnetic fields — shock
waves
1. INTRODUCTION
Strong astrophysical shocks are often associated with
non-thermal emission and with magnetic field amplifi-
cation. This evidence suggests that shocks are sites of
efficient particle acceleration, and that this overdensity
of energetic particles is responsible for the excitation of
magnetic turbulence via plasma instabilities.
This paper is the second in a series of works that
study different aspects of particle acceleration at non-
relativistic collisionless shocks by means of self-consistent
kinetic simulations. In particular, we use unprecedent-
edly large hybrid (kinetic ions–fluid electrons) simula-
tions of high-Mach-number shocks to investigate the
strongly non-linear interplay between accelerated parti-
cles and the electromagnetic field.
In the previous paper, Caprioli & Spitkovsky (2014a,
hereafter Paper I), we showed that ion acceleration can
be very efficient (10–20% of the bulk flow energy chan-
neled in energetic particles), especially at parallel and
quasi-parallel shocks, i.e., shocks propagating almost
in the direction of the background magnetic field, B0.
Quasi-parallel shocks also show an effective amplifica-
tion of the initial magnetic field due to the current of
energetic ions that propagate anisotropically into the up-
stream. Also, 2D and 3D hybrid simulations with large
computational boxes in the transverse direction revealed
the formation of upstream filaments and cavities, which
eventually trigger the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability at
the shock, and lead to further turbulent magnetic field
caprioli@astro.princeton.edu
amplification in the downstream region (see Caprioli &
Spitkovsky 2013, hereafter CS13).
The most prominent observational evidence of mag-
netic field amplification at strong shocks is found at the
blast waves of Supernova Remnants (SNRs). Observed
strength, variability, and morphology of the synchrotron
emission produced by relativistic electrons suggest that
in young SNRs magnetic fields are 50–100 times larger
than in the interstellar medium (see, e.g., Parizot et al.
2006; Uchiyama et al. 2007; Morlino & Caprioli 2012;
Reynoso et al. 2013, for diverse observational facts).
High-resolution X-ray images of SN1006 also indicate
that magnetic field amplification must occur in the shock
precursor, and not downstream (see Morlino et al. 2010).
The main goal of this work is to use kinetic simu-
lations to study how particles energized via diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA, e.g., Bell 1978; Blandford & Os-
triker 1978) induce magnetic field amplification in non-
relativistic collisionless shocks. The back-reaction of such
self-generated magnetic turbulence on particle scattering
is presented in (Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014b, hereafter,
Paper III). The present paper is structured as follows.
In section 2 we present the hybrid technique, along with
some typical simulation outputs. Section 3 provides a de-
scription of magnetic field amplification for shocks with
different strengths. The spectrum of the self-generated
magnetic turbulence is discussed in section 4, and in sec-
tion 5 we outline the role of the non-resonant instability
(Bell 2004). We conclude in section 6.
2. HYBRID SIMULATIONS
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Figure 1. Relevant physical quantities for a parallel shock with M = 20 at t = 1000ω−1c (Run A in Table 1). From top to bottom:
ion density, modulus and three components of the magnetic field, and local Alfve´n velocity vA = |B|/
√
4pimn, in units of their respective
initial values. Only a portion of the computational box is shown, to emphasize the shock transition. A color figure is available in the online
journal.
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Table 1
Parameters of the hybrid runs in the paper
Run M x [c/ωp] y [c/ωp] tmax[ω
−1
c ] ∆t[ω
−1
c ]
A 20 5× 104 1000 1000 5× 10−4
B 20 105 100 2500 5× 10−4
C 100 3× 104 2000 200 10−4
D 80 4× 105 200 500 2.5× 10−4
E 10→ 50 2× 104 500 200 10−2/M
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the downstream ion momentum
spectrum for M = 20 parallel shock (Run B, see Table 1), showing
both the thermal component (p . 2mvsh), and accelerated par-
ticles. The non-thermal power-law tail ∝ p−4 agrees with DSA
prediction at strong shocks (see Paper I). The maximum momen-
tum increases until t ≈ 2000ω−1c , when the diffusion length of the
most energetic ions becomes comparable with the box size.
The simulations presented here have been performed
with dHybrid, a massively-parallel, non-relativistic, hy-
brid code (Gargate´ et al. 2007). In the hybrid limit, ions
are treated kinetically, while electrons are assumed to be
a neutralizing fluid with a polytropic equation of state.
Even in 2D setups, the three components of the ion mo-
mentum and of the electromagnetic field are retained.
Lengths are measured in units of the ion skin depth
c/ωp, where c is the light speed and ωp =
√
4pine2/m
is the ion plasma frequency, with m, e and n the ion
mass, charge and number density, respectively; time is
measured in units of ω−1c = mc/eB0, where B0 is the
modulus of the background magnetic field B0. Velocities
are normalized to the Alfve´n speed vA = B/
√
4pimn =
cωc/ωp, and the shock strength is defined by the Alfve´nic
Mach number MA = vsh/vA, where vsh = −vshx is the
shock velocity; we also introduce the energy scale Esh =
m
2 v
2
sh. Ions are initialized with a thermal distribution
characterized by a thermal velocity ∼ vA, so that the
sonic Mach number Ms is roughly equal to MA; electrons
are initially in thermal equilibrium with ions (see Paper
I for more details). In this paper we indicate the shock
strength simply with M = MA ' Ms. The shock is
generated by the interaction of the primary plasma flow
(along −x) and the counter-streaming flow produced by
the reflecting wall set at x = 0. The shock propagates to
the right in the figures (see Paper I for more details).
We use very large computational boxes, in order to
properly account for the diffusion length of the high-
est energy ions, and study the time evolution of strong
shocks up to M = 100. A list of the parameters (Mach
number, box size, final time and time step in physical
units) of the runs described in the paper is in Table
1. High-M shocks are computationally challenging, even
for modern supercomputers, since the timestep required
to properly conserve energy in hybrid simulations is in-
versely proportional to the typical velocity of the parti-
cles; therefore, it is necessary to find a trade-off between
the box size, in both the longitudinal and transverse di-
mensions, the shock strength, and the physical time cov-
ered by the simulation. To familiarize the reader with the
shock structure that we will be discussing, in this section
we present the typical results for a long-term evolution
of M = 20 parallel shocks (i.e., with B0 ‖ vsh). Then,
we investigate the properties of a much stronger shock
(M = 100), in order to show how sensitively the shock
dynamics depends on M .
2.1. Long-term evolution of strong shocks
Let us consider a parallel shock with M = 20, in
two different setups: a box of size (Lx, Ly) = (5 ×
104, 103)[c/ωp]
2, in which the shock evolution is followed
until t = 1000ω−1c (hereafter, Run A), and a box of size
(Lx, Ly) = (10
5, 102)[c/ωp]
2, where the evolution is fol-
lowed until t = 2500ω−1c (Table 1, Run B). The time
step is ∆t = 5 × 10−4ω−1c in both cases. Run A allows
us to study the shock dynamics in a box with very large
transverse size, fully accounting for the effects of the fil-
amentation instability (CS13), while box B allows us to
follow the shock for very long time and to study the de-
velopment of the non-thermal tail to larger energies. We
discuss analogies and differences between computational
boxes with different transverse sizes in Appendix A.
Figure 1 shows several physical quantities calculated
in Run A (density, magnetic field, Alfve´n velocity), illus-
trating the typical magnetic and hydrodynamical struc-
ture of an evolved strong shock (at t = 1000ω−1c ). We
notice the expected density jump ∼ 4 at the shock
(xsh ≈ 6000c/ωp), and the distinctive signatures of the
filamentation instability induced by accelerated parti-
cles streaming ahead of the shock: the cavitation of
the upstream, the shock corrugation (which triggers the
Richtmeyer–Meshkov instability), and the formation of
turbulent structures in the downstream (CS13).
The long-term evolution (up to t = 2000ω−1c ) of the
post-shock ion spectrum is shown in figure 2 (from
Run B). The CR spectrum clearly shows the thermal
Maxwellian peak (p . mvsh), and a non-thermal power-
law tail, the extent of which grows with time. Such
a power-law distribution is f(p) ∝ p−4 in momentum,
which corresponds to f(E) ∝ E−1.5 in energy for non-
relativistic particles, and agrees perfectly with the DSA
prediction at strong shocks, over more than two decades
in energy. An extensive discussion of the spectrum of the
accelerated particles can be found in Paper I.
2.2. The high-Mach-number regime
SNR shocks may have Mach numbers as large as
few hundred to a thousand, i.e., they are significantly
stronger than M = 20 shocks discussed above. As
pointed out in Paper I, the acceleration efficiency inferred
from simulations is always about 10–15% for M & 10.
Conversely, magnetic field amplification is found to be
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Figure 3. Relevant physical quantities for a parallel shock with M = 100 at t = 200ω−1c , as a function of x (Run C in Table 1). From
top to bottom: parallel component of the ion momentum, ion density, total magnetic field, parallel and out of plane components of the
magnetic field, and Alfve´n velocity. A color figure is available in the online journal.
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Figure 4. Relevant physical quantities (as in figure 1) for a parallel shock with M = 80 at t = 375ω−1c (Run D in Table 1). The apparent
regularity of upstream structures (with respect to figures 1 and 3) is due to the reduced transverse size of the simulation box.
A color figure is available in the online journal.
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more effective for larger Mach numbers. We are inter-
ested in probing the high-M regime for testing how ef-
fective magnetic field amplification can be in SNRs.
Figure 3 shows the relevant physical quantities for a
very strong parallel shock with M = 100 (Run C). The
density map (top panel) shows that the asymptotic com-
pression r ≈ 4 is reached at x . 5000c/ωp. The for-
mation of unmagnetized (high MA) shocks is known to
be mediated by Weibel instability (e.g., Kato & Takabe
2010). However, once the shock is well-developed, the
likely presence of accelerated ions is expected to amplify
the magnetic field in the upstream, eventually affecting
the very nature of the shock transition itself. We ar-
gue that the dramatic filamentation of the upstream pro-
duced by accelerated ions (notice the prominent cavities
and filaments for x & 8000c/ωp in figure 3) is a general
feature of high Mach number shocks. Both the ther-
mal plasma and the magnetic field are pushed out of the
cavities and accumulated in dense filaments, where the
magnetic field can be & 20B0 (second panel of figure 3).
Even when averaged over the transverse direction, the
total magnetic field is more than 5–10 times larger than
the initial one, and the region in which |B| ≡ Btot > B0
is significantly extended ahead of the shock. The region
at 5000c/ωp . x . 8000c/ωp represents an extreme case
of CR-induced precursor, where the energy in energetic
particles is so disproportionately large with respect to the
thermal and magnetic components that a dramatic mod-
ification of the shock hydrodynamics must occur. This
might also be the manifestation of the acoustic instability
in a CR precursor, where sound waves may become un-
stable and form weak “shocklets” that significantly heat
the upstream plasma (O’C. Drury & Falle 1986).
Even if the shock modification induced by CRs is
prominent, in our simulations we do not expect CR spec-
tra to become visibly concave as predicted by the non-
linear DSA theory (see, e.g., ?). Since also accelerated
particles are non-relativistic, the adiabatic index of the
(gas+CRs) fluid is still 5/3, and the total and subshock
compression ratios deviate from r = 4 by small amounts
(because of the modification of the shock jump condi-
tions, see section 6.2 in Paper I); the corresponding de-
viation of the spectrum from a power-law is hardly no-
ticeable over (at most) two energy decades.
TheM = 100 case illustrated here serves as a paradigm
for very strong shocks investigated in large boxes; how-
ever it cannot be followed for very long time due to com-
putational expense. As a trade-off, we follow the longer-
term evolution of a parallel shock with M = 80 in a box
with smaller transverse size (Run D in Table 1, see fig-
ure 4). The box is large enough to resolve the gyroradius
of downstream thermal ions, but not to fully account
for the strong filamentation in the upstream. Yet, such
a run does capture the main features of the regime in
which magnetic field amplification is very effective in the
precursor (Btot/B0 ≈ 5 − 10 on average, with peaks of
15–20B0), and allows us to follow the shock evolution up
to 500ω−1c . The longer-term evolution of parallel shocks
with very high M can eventually be inferred by compar-
ison with the results obtained at lower M .
3. MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFICATION
One of the most important problems in particle accel-
eration at shocks is understanding how effectively CR-
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Figure 5. Top panel : Magnetic field upstream of the shock at
t = 200ω−1c , for different Mach numbers as in the legend. Btot(x)
is averaged over 200c/ωp in the transverse size and over 20ω
−1
c
in time, in order to smooth time and space fluctuations. Bot-
tom panel : Total amplification factor, averaged over a distance
∆x = 10MAc/ωp ahead of the shock, as a function of the Alfve´nic
Mach number (red symbols). The dashed line corresponds to
〈Btot/B0〉2 = 0.45MA, and represents the prediction of resonant
streaming instability (see eq. 2, with ζcr = 0.15). A color figure is
available in the online journal.
induced instabilities amplify the initial magnetic field.
In this section we investigate magnetic field amplifica-
tion as a function of the shock strength, in a wide range
of M up to 100. All the shocks are parallel, and followed
until t = 200ω−1c . The cases M = 100 and M = 80 cor-
respond to Run C and D, respectively, while cases with
M = 10, 20, 30, 50 correspond to Run E in Table 1.
The top panel of figure 5 shows the pre-shock pro-
file of the total magnetic field, averaged over 200c/ωp in
the transverse direction, and between 180 and 200ω−1c in
time. The position is given as measured from the shock
(x = xsh), which is estimated by following the peak of the
magnetic field intensity (also correlated with the peak in
the ion density), and averaging over several tens of ω−1c .
Tracing the shock position by looking at the maximum
gradient in the velocity profile returns very similar re-
sults. Time and space averages are needed to remove
the fluctuations induced by filamentary inhomogeneities.
Even the position of the shock itself may appreciably
vary along y in simulations with large transverse size
(see, e.g., figure 3), but the profile of the upstream fluid
is not very different in any horizontal slice sampling both
cavities and filaments. The most important result is that
the magnetic field amplification in the shock precursor is
larger for shocks with larger M . The bottom panel of
figure 5 shows the mean value of Btot/B0 over a distance
∆x = 10MAc/ωp ahead of the shock, as a function of
MA; we chose integration intervals proportional to the
Mach number since the precursor length-scale is larger
for stronger shocks.
It is interesting to compare the results in figure 5 with
the prediction of resonant streaming instability (e.g.,
Skilling 1975a; Bell 1978; Achterberg 1983). By solv-
ing the time-independent transport equation for Alfve´nic
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modes generated via resonant streaming instability for a
shock weakly modified by the CR presence (see, e.g., La-
gage & Cesarsky 1983a; Amato & Blasi 2006, as well as
section 4.1), one gets:
Pw(x) ' Pcr(x)
M˜A
; Pw(x) =
B2⊥
8pi
(1)
where Pw and Pcr are the magnetic and CR pressures,
and M˜A = (1 + 1/r)MA is the Alfve´nic Mach number in
the shock reference frame (since r ≈ 4 for strong shocks,
typically M˜A ' 1.25MA). We have also introduced the
transverse (self-generated) component of the field, whose
modulus is B⊥ =
√
B2y +B
2
z . If B is almost isotropic,
one has B2⊥ ≈ 23B2tot, and in turn Pw ≈ B2tot/(12pi).
Normalizing the pressures in eq. 1 to ρu˜2, where u˜ is
the fluid velocity in the shock frame, and introducing
the CR pressure at the shock, ζcr ≡ Pcr(xsh)ρu˜2 , one finally
obtains: 〈
Btot
B0
〉2
sh
≈ 3ζcrM˜A. (2)
The actual value of ζcr can be derived by measuring the
deceleration of the fluid in the precursor, and it is strictly
related to the CR acceleration efficiency. In the range of
Mach numbers considered here, it varies between 10%
and 15% at t = 200ω−1c (see figure 3 in Paper I). Quite
remarkably, plugging ζcr = 0.15 in eq. 2 provides a very
good fit to the amplification factors inferred from sim-
ulations (dashed line in figure 5). The extrapolation of
eq. 2 to higher Mach numbers is consistent with the hy-
pothesis that CR-induced instabilities can account for
the effective magnetic field amplification inferred at the
blast waves of young SNRs, if CR acceleration is efficient.
In particular, a shock velocity of vsh ≈ 4000kms−1 in a
medium with B0 = 3µG and n = 1cm
−3 corresponds to
MA ≈ 600, and would return Btot/B0 ≈ 20 for ζcr = 0.2.
It is worth noting that high Mach number shocks show
strong filamentary structures (see figure 3), so that phys-
ical conditions may vary significantly along y; neverthe-
less, the present analysis is still expected to hold locally.
4. TURBULENCE SPECTRUM
In this section we investigate the spectrum of the mag-
netic turbulence generated in the shock precursor by par-
ticles accelerated via DSA, for shocks with moderately-
large and very large Mach numbers, which show different
levels of magnetic field amplification.
Let us start by considering a parallel shock with M =
20 (Run B), and in particular the self-generated mag-
netic field B⊥(x). Its spectral energy distribution can be
expressed by calculating the Fourier transform of B⊥(x)
in the wavenumber k space1 and by posing
B2⊥
8pi
=
B20
8pi
∫ kmax
kmin
dk
k
F(k). (3)
Here F(k) represents the magnetic energy density per
1 The spectral energy distribution in B⊥ is calculated by sum-
ming the spectral energy distribution in By and in Bz , and does
not correspond to the Fourier transform of B⊥(x). If B˜i(k) is the
Fourier transform of Bi(x), then F(k)/k = |B˜y(k)|2 + |B˜z(k)|2.
unit logarithmic bandwidth of waves with wavenumber
k, normalized to the initial energy density B20/(8pi). The
maximum wavenumber kmax depends on the cell size,
and kmin on the integration interval.
The top panel of figure 6 shows the spatial profile of
B⊥(x) at t = 2000ω−1c , with the shock at xsh ∼ 104c/ωp.
F(k) is calculated at the same t = 2000ω−1c , in three
different regions: the downstream (0 ≤ x ≤ xsh), the
CR precursor (xsh . x . 2 × 104c/ωp), and the far up-
stream (2 × 104c/ωp . x . 105c/ωp). The correspond-
ing F(k) are shown in the bottom panel, with matching
color code. The CR precursor region is chosen in order to
encompass the diffusion length of ions with the highest
energy, which is of order of 5000c/ωp, as we will discuss
in section 5.
First, we focus on the magenta curve corresponding to
the CR precursor. The wave spectrum is F(k) ∝ k−1
(trend defined by the line with symbols in the bottom
panel of figure 6) between the two vertical lines indicat-
ing modes resonant with ions with E = Esh (dashed)
and with E = Emax ∼ 300Esh (dot-dashed). We
adopt a loose definition of resonance between particles
with energy E and modes with wavenumber k, namely
krL(E,B0) ∼ 1, which ignores that the local field may be
different from B0, and that only the component of p ‖ B
matters for resonant interaction. F(k) deviates from the
∝ k−1 trend for k & 1/rL(Esh) and for k . 1/rL(Emax),
because of the lack of resonant ions in the precursor.
Besides the normalization, which is directly related to
the different magnetic field strength in the precursor and
behind the shock, F(k) has a similar shape throughout
the simulation box (see different curves in figure 6). The
far upstream cyan curve shows a high-k steepening at
a wavenumber resonant with ions with ∼ 10Esh rather
than with Esh, consistent with the fact that low-energy
CRs do not make it far upstream.
Let us consider now the case of a stronger parallel
shock with M = 80 (Run D), where magnetic field am-
plification is more efficient. The power spectrum F(k)
at t = 500ω−1c is shown in figure 7. The biggest dif-
ference with respect to the M = 20 case is that F(k) is
more than a factor of 10 larger in the precursor (magenta
curve). Since F ∝ (Btot/B0)2, such a result is consistent
with the measurements of magnetic amplification in sec-
tion 3 (see figure 5). Most of the energy in magnetic
turbulence is still at wavenumbers resonant with acceler-
ated particles (between the vertical lines); however, the
peak in F(k) is not exactly at krL(Emax, B0) ∼ 1, but
at a slightly higher k. This is just the effect of the actual
field in the precursor being few times B0, and is consis-
tent with most of the energy being in waves resonant with
highest-energy ions, as for M = 20. Instead, the peak
in the wave spectrum in the far upstream (cyan curve in
figure 7) is at wavenumbers a factor of 2–3 larger than
in the precursor (magenta curve): such an effect can-
not be ascribed to the local magnetic field being much
larger than B0, but rather contains information about
the nature and the evolution of unstable modes in the
far upstream, as we comment in section 5.
4.1. Resonant streaming instability
In order to understand how magnetic energy is dis-
tributed in wavelength, we consider the stationary equa-
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dashed and dot-dashed line indicate modes resonant with ions of
energy Esh and Emax ∼ 300Esh, respectively. Symbols correspond
to F(k) ∝ k−1, i.e., the spectral energy distribution produced by a
∝ p−4 CR distribution via resonant streaming instability. A color
figure is available in the online journal.
tion for the growth and transport of magnetic turbulence
in the upstream fluid (see, e.g., McKenzie & Vo¨lk 1982):
∂ε(k, x)
∂x
= u(x)
∂F(k, x)
∂x
+ σ(k, x)F(k, x) , (4)
where ε(k, x) and F(k, x) are the energy flux and pres-
sure per unit logarithmic bandwidth of waves with
wavenumber k, and σ(k, x) is the rate at which the energy
in magnetic turbulence grows; In Equation 4 we have
not explicitly included the damping of magnetic modes,
which is inferred to heat the precursor up, keeping mag-
netic and gas pressure in equipartition (see §6.1 in Paper
I); therefore, our formulas describing the level of magne-
tization inferred in simulations effectively include wave
damping. The growth-rate of Alfve´n waves produced by
resonant streaming instability reads (e.g., Skilling 1975b;
Bell 1978; Achterberg 1983):
σ(k, x) =
4pi
3
vA
Pw,0F(k, x)
[
p4v(p)
∂f(x, p)
∂x
]
p=p¯k
, (5)
where Pw,0 = B
2
0/(8pi), f(x, p) is the isotropic part of
the local ion distribution, and p¯k = mωc/k is the reso-
nance condition. Quantities are measured in the shock
frame, where stationarity is achieved (see Caprioli et al.
2009b, for the solution of eq. 5 in the presence of efficient
CR acceleration). Assuming equipartition between elec-
tromagnetic and kinetic energy density in the waves, we
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Figure 7. As in figure 6 for a parallel shock with M = 80,
at t = 500ω−1c , when Emax ≈ 100Esh (Run D). The magnetic
field is significantly more amplified than in the M = 20 case, with
F(k) in the precursor a factor of about 10 larger than in figure 6.
Note that the resonance at Emax (dot-dashed line) is calculated in
B0: accounting for the amplified field would shift the resonance at
higher k. A color figure is available in the online journal.
have ε(k, x) ≈ 2uF(k, x) and we can rewrite eq. 4 as
u(x)Pw,0
∂F(k, x)
∂x
= vA
∂P(p¯k, x)
∂x
, (6)
where P(x, p) expresses the pressure in CRs per unit log-
arithmic momentum bandwidth, i.e.,
Pcr(x) =
1
3
∫
dp4pip2v(p)pf(x, p) ≡
∫
dp
p
P(p, x) . (7)
Neglecting the shock modification in the precursor (i.e.,
taking constant fluid and Alfve´n velocity) and assuming
that both P and F vanish at upstream infinity, integra-
tion of eq. 6 is straightforward and returns
Pw,0F(k, x) = vA
u
P(p¯k, x) . (8)
Finally, integrating eq. 8 over resonant k and p gives
eq. 1. Eq. 8 states an important fact: the spectral en-
ergy density in magnetic turbulence excited via resonant
streaming instability is proportional to the energy den-
sity in CRs at the corresponding resonant momenta. For
a f(p) ∝ p−4 spectrum of non-relativistic (v = p/m) par-
ticles, P(p) ∝ p, and most of the energy is at the highest
momenta; therefore, the corresponding wave spectrum is
expected to be F(k) ∝ k−1 in the shock precursor2. The
agreement between such a ∝ k−1 trend and the wave
spectrum in the CR precursor for our M = 20 run is
2 Note that, in the relativistic regime where v ' c, a CR spec-
trum f(p) ∝ p−4 would correspond to constant energy per momen-
tum decade, and in turn to a F(k) flat in wavenumber.
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Figure 8. Power spectrum of the self-generated B, calculated in
a region of 5000c/ωp upstream of the shock (M = 10, run E), for
three different obliquities as in the legend. The dashed line cor-
responds to wavenumber k ≈ 1/rL(Esh), and symbols correspond
to F (k) ∝ k−1. Configurations at ϑ = 0◦ and 45◦ are quite simi-
lar to each other and agree nicely with DSA prediction, while the
magnetic energy for the quasi-perpendicular shock is significantly
smaller. A color figure is available in the online journal.
remarkable (compare the magenta curve with the sym-
bols in the bottom panel of figure 6). The scaling is less
evident for the M = 80 case (figure 7) where the CR
spectrum is steeper than p−4 because the non-thermal
tail is not fully developed yet (see Paper I).
The good agreement of simulations with the scaling
δB/B0 ∝
√
MA (eq. 2) suggests that some form of res-
onant streaming instability should be prominent in CR
precursors of SNR shocks. However, it is not entirely
obvious whether the Alfve´n velocity in eq. 8 should be
calculated with B0 even in the nonlinear regime. PIC
simulations in periodic boxes showed that the Alfve´n ve-
locity grows proportionally to the magnetic field in the
nonlinear stage of the instability (Riquelme & Spitkovsky
2009), and the enhanced phase velocity of self-generated
modes may play an important role in explaining the steep
ion spectra observed in γ-ray bright SNRs (Caprioli 2011,
2012). Simulations presented here are not conclusive in
this respect: longer runs of strong shocks are needed
to convincingly claim a (possible) steepening of about
10 − 20% in the CR spectral slope with respect to the
canonical value of 4.
Finally, we point out that the magnetic spectrum has
non-negligible power even at scales& rL(Emax): in figure
7, F(k) & 0.1 for 1/rL(100Emax) . k . 1/rL(Emax).
These modes may either be driven by escaping ions with
energy larger than Emax, or be the signature of a large-
wavelength instability, like the firehose instability, (see,
e.g., Blandford & Eichler 1987; Shapiro et al. 1998).
4.2. Dependence on the shock obliquity
As shown in Paper I, the amount of magnetic tur-
bulence triggered by CR instabilities strongly depends
on the shock obliquity, being mostly prominent for par-
allel and quasi-parallel shocks. At quasi-perpendicular
shocks, instead, few or no accelerated particles propa-
gate into the upstream and the field is not amplified.
Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the self-generated
magnetic turbulence (with B⊥ = Bz), calculated in
a region of thickness 5000c/ωp upstream of the shock
at t = 200ω−1c , for different shock inclinations ϑ =
0◦, 45◦, 80◦; here, ϑ is the angle between vsh and B0 =
(B0 cosϑ,B0 sinϑ, 0). All of the runs have M = 10,
box size (Lx, Ly) = (40000c/ωp, 500c/ωp) and time-step
∆t = 10−3ω−1c (Run E in Table 1). As in figure 6,
the vertical dashed line marks the wavenumber resonant
with ions with energy Esh. The ϑ = 0
◦ and ϑ = 45◦
cases are similar to each other, and agree nicely with
the F(k) ∝ k−1 trend discussed above. This is not sur-
prising, since at ϑ = 45◦ the shock is still quite efficient
in accelerating particles, even if filamentation instability
is moderately suppressed and δB/B0 is smaller than in
the parallel case (see Paper I). The inclined geometry of
the background field facilitates the return of high-energy
particles, actually halving the diffusion time for ϑ = 45◦,
and allowing the achievement of an Emax twice as large
as in the parallel case. This effect is reflected also in
the wave spectrum in figure 8, with the ϑ = 45◦ curve
peaking at a wavenumber lower than for ϑ = 0◦. For
ϑ = 80◦ (blue curve in figure 8), instead, there are no ac-
celerated ions streaming ahead of the shock, and no mag-
netic turbulence is effectively generated (F(k) . 10−3 for
krL(Esh) . 1).
We conclude that resonant modes are excited for all
shock inclinations ϑ . 45◦, where DSA acceleration is
efficient. On one hand, at parallel shocks filamentation
instability is more effective and eventually leads to larger
amplification factors (CS13); on the other hand, the field
geometry of more oblique shocks prevents CRs from dif-
fusing far from the shock, potentially reducing their ac-
celeration time by a factor of ∼ cosϑ. Above ϑ ∼ 45◦,
however, DSA is ineffective. As shown in Paper I, ions
gain a factor of a few in energy because of shock drift ac-
celeration, but their current does not perturb the large-
scale magnetic configuration.
5. THE ROLE OF NRH MODES
Both the level of amplification (eq. 2) and the spec-
trum of the self-generated magnetic turbulence in the
precursor (figures 6 and 7) are consistent with resonant
streaming instability being the channel through which
CRs amplify the initial magnetic field. However, there is
a short-wavelength instability (the non-resonant hybrid,
NRH, instability, Bell 2004, 2005) that is predicted to
grow faster than the resonant one.
Different flavors of streaming instability can be ob-
tained by linearizing the dispersion relations of circu-
larly polarized waves with wave vectors aligned with a
background magnetic field (see, e.g., Krall & Trivelpiece
1973), also including the return current of electrons bal-
ancing the positive CR current (see, e.g., Amato & Blasi
2009, for a detailed kinetic derivation). In this frame-
work, the resonant (non-resonant) branch corresponds
to waves for which the electric and magnetic field vec-
tors, at a fixed point in space, rotate in the same sense
as protons (electrons); such modes are usually referred to
as left-handed (right-handed). In the quasi-linear limit,
the maximum growth rate Γ contributed by the current
of ions with momentum p propagating upstream with
velocity vcr reads (see eq. 28 in Amato & Blasi 2009)
3:
Γres(p)
ωc
'
√
ξcr(p)
mvcr
2p
,
Γnrh(p)
ωc
' ξcr(p)√
2
vcr
vA
, (9)
where we introduced the number density of CRs with
momentum larger than p normalized to the density of
3 The numerical factor in Γres should read ∼
√
0.43, here ap-
proximated as 1/
√
2 for simplicity and analogy with Γnrh.
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the background plasma, ξcr(p) ≡ ncr(> p)/n. Here
vcr is the bulk CR velocity as seen by the waves ad-
vected with the upstream fluid: for diffusing CRs that
are almost isotropic in the shock reference frame, vcr ≈
vsh, while for escaping (i.e., free-streaming) CRs, vcr ≈√
2Emax/m (vcr ≈ c for relativistic particles). The most-
unstable wavenumbers corresponding to the growth rates
in Equation are Kres ' 1/rL(p) and Knrh ' Γnrh/vA.
Strictly speaking, the NRH instability at Knrh depends
on the current due to all of the streaming CRs, while
the resonant instability is driven only by CRs with p &
1/Kres. While not completely accurate in the general
case, ξcr provides a good description of the CR content
both close to the shock, where p ∼ mvsh, and far up-
stream, where p ∼ pmax.
The ratio of the growth rates of NRH and resonant
instability in eq. 5 is:
W (p) =
Γnrh
Γres
'
√
ξcr(p)vcrp/m
vA
'M
√
ξcr(mvcr),
(10)
where we assumed ξcr(p) ∝ 1/p as for a f(p) ∝ p−4
CR distribution, and introduced the effective Alfve´nic
Mach number of the CR current, M ≡ vcr/vA. For
diffusing CRs, which are almost isotropic in the shock
frame and move with vcr ' vsh with respect to the
upstream fluid, M ≈ MA, and ξcr(mvsh) ≈ 10−3 (see
Paper I). This means that in precursors of shocks with
MA & W/
√
ξcr ≈ 30 the NRH instability grows faster
than the resonant one (see also Amato & Blasi 2009).
The crucial questions that we want to address are:
what is the maximum level of amplification achievable via
NRH instability upstream of a SNR shock? And, what is
the relative contribution of resonant and NRH instabili-
ties in different shock regions? In order to answer these
questions in a quantitative way, we need to know how
the growth rate and the maximally-growing mode evolve
when the instability enters its nonlinear stage, i.e., when
b ≡ B⊥/B0 & 1.
Riquelme & Spitkovsky (2009) have derived the non-
linear dispersion relation for NRH modes, from which it
is possible to work out phase velocity and growth rate
(ω/k and γ) for arbitrary amplification factor b. From
the imaginary part of eq. A12 in appendix A of their
work, one can write and solve a differential equation for
ω(b) for the fastest-growing mode (eq. 2 in the same pa-
per); by inserting such a solution for ω(b) in the real
part of equation A12, we eventually find γ(b), which in
the limit vA  c reads:
γ2
v2A
=
k(2K0 − k)
b2 + 1
− K
2
0
M2
2b2 + 1
(b2 + 1)2
; K0 ' ωcξcrM0
vA,0
(11)
where the subscript 0 labels initial quantities (b  1),
γ(k) is the growth rate of the mode with wavenumber k,
and K0 is the fastest-growing mode. For b & 1, one has
v2A ≈ v2A,0(b2 + 1), and the growth rate of the fastest-
growing mode, Γ(b) = γ(K0, b), can be written as:
Γ(b) ' vA,0K0
√
1− 2b
2 + 1
M20
≈ Γ0
√
1− 2b
2
M20
, (12)
where the last equations holds for 1 2b2 ≤M20. With
eq. 12 we can calculate the evolution of the amplification
factor in the nonlinear regime by integrating b˙(t) = Γb(t),
with t = 0 defined as the time when b(0) ≈ 1, obtaining
b(t) ' e
Γ0t[M20 −M0
√
M20 − 2]
1− e2Γ0t[M20 − 1 +M0
√
M20 − 2]
. (13)
First, we notice that the maximum amplification fac-
tor provided by the NRH instability is bmax ' M0/
√
2,
which corresponds to Γ(bmax) ' 0; second, such a max-
imum is reached for Γ0tmax ' log(
√
2M0), which gives
us the estimate of the duration of the exponential phase.
These results are in good agreement with PIC and hybrid
simulations with controlled ion beams (e.g., Riquelme &
Spitkovsky 2009; Gargate´ et al. 2010), which show that
bmax ≈ M0 at saturation. Simulations also show that
the exponential phase lasts for ∆t ≈ 3− 5Γ−10 , and that
the instability saturates after few tmax. The additional
growth observed after tmax can be understood by ac-
counting for the contribution of modes with k . K0,
whose slower growth rate is γ(k) ' Γ√k/K.
5.1. The free-escape boundary
An important difference between controlled simula-
tions in boxes with periodic boundary conditions and
realistic shock precursors is that the CR current is not
fixed, but is rather determined by scattering in the self-
generated turbulence. The most unstable mode K0
is unable to deflect current ions because it is right-
handed and has small-wavelength, namely K0rL(vcr) '
ξcrM2  1. Nevertheless, PIC simulations show that
the most unstable wavenumber decreases as K(b) '
K0/b
2 (Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009), which implies
K(b)rL(b) ∝ b−3. There exists a critical amplification
factor b∗ ' 3
√
ξcrM20 for which the wavelength of NRH
modes becomes comparable with the gyroradius of cur-
rent CRs, i.e., K(b∗)rL(b∗) ≈ 1. In the nonlinear stage,
right-handed NRH modes may become resonant in wave-
length with ions driving the instability; when this hap-
pens, such ions are effectively scattered, and the current
is disrupted. Since ξcrM0 . 1 is a necessary condition
for the growth of the NRH instability to nonlinear lev-
els (see, e.g., sec. 3.1 of Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009),
one has a limit on b independent of the CR density:
b∗ ≤ 3
√M0. For relativistic CRs in the ISM, we have
b∗ . 3
√
c/vA ≈ 20 − 30, which means that CRs escap-
ing from a SNR might be able to pre-amplify the ISM
field by more than one order of magnitude before being
isotropized (see also Bell et al. 2013).
In realistic shock precursors there must be two dis-
tinct regions: i) the far upstream region, where the cur-
rent is provided by free-streaming ions with E & Emax
that excite small-wavelength NRH modes, and ii) the
CR precursor, where the current is sustained by diffus-
ing CRs with vcr ' vsh. The boundary between the two
regions is marked by the condition b ≈ b∗, and represents
the free-escape boundary widely adopted in DSA theory
(see, e.g., Caprioli et al. 2010, and references therein).
Moreover, any dynamical modification induced by ener-
getic particles occurs in the precursor, where CRs are
well magnetized and can exert pressure on the incoming
fluid (see Paper I); escaping particles can still remove
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energy from the system, making the shock behaving as
partially-radiative (see, e.g., Caprioli et al. 2009a).
We searched for NRH modes in our long global simu-
lations, which also account for shock evolution and self-
consistent CR currents, by considering the different po-
larization of resonant and NRH modes (see, e.g., Gargate´
& Spitkovsky 2012). From eq. 10 we expect NRH modes
to be prominent only for M & 30; in the upstream of
M = 20 shocks (Runs A and B) we find regions where
wave polarization is mainly left-handed (i.e., resonant
with accelerated ions), while for M = 80 (Run D) modes
are predominantly right-handed, i.e., generated by the
NRH instability. Also, while for shocks with M = 20
the spectral power density F(k) can be explained as due
to resonant streaming instability (figure 6), this is not
the case for higher Mach numbers. In the far upstream
of the M = 80 case, F(k) has a peak at wavelengths
smaller than the gyroradius of ions with Emax ∼ 100Esh
(figure 7). Such a peak moves to longer wavelengths
closer to the shock, eventually matching the wavenum-
ber of modes resonant with Emax. In Run D, the den-
sity of escaping CRs is ξcr(E ≥ Emax) ≈ 10−4, and
for them M0 ' MA
√
Emax/Esh; therefore, the growth
rate of the fastest-growing mode is Γ0 ≈ 0.07ωc. Run D
is long and large enough for the fastest-growing mode
to reach saturation, since time and length scales are
larger than tsat ≈ log(M)/Γ0 ≈ 100ω−1c and Lsat '
vshtsat ≈ 8000c/ωp. With the same parameters, we es-
timate b∗ ≈ 3.7, which nicely matches the level of field
amplification at the boundary between precursor and far
upstream, which in figure 7 is set at x ≈ 2× 104c/ωp.
The determination of the free-escape boundary for
shocks with low Mach numbers cannot rely on the mi-
gration to longer wavelengths of NRH modes, since field
amplification typically proceeds in the linear regime, and
resonant and NRH instabilities grow at almost the same
rate. In this case, the current in escaping ions is more
easily disrupted, and the shock precursor extends for
about one diffusion length of the ions with maximum
energy; for an extended characterization of particle dif-
fusion, and in particular for the parametrization of the
diffusion coefficient inferred from simulations of shocks
with low and high Mach numbers, we remand to Paper
III.
We conclude this section with some caveats. First,
most of the findings above are based on 2D simulations
with limited transverse size and up to M = 80. The
shock in Run C, which has M = 100 and very extended
transverse size (figure 3), shows how filamentation may
be important for very strong shocks. The complex pat-
tern of cavities and filaments suggests that 1D descrip-
tions may not properly capture growth and saturation
of the magnetic turbulence. Nevertheless, filamentation
enhances the production of magnetic turbulence, both
upstream and downstream (CS13); we argue that sim-
ulations with limited transverse size place lower limits
on magnetic field amplification and CR scattering. Sec-
ond, one may question the applicability of the approach
of section 4.1, which only includes resonant instability
due to diffusing CRs, to very strong shocks. Eqs. 4–8
should still be appropriate in the precursor, which we
defined as the region of the upstream where CRs with
E . Emax are effectively scattered. Moreover, since the
free-escape boundary is determined by the condition that
NRH modes become comparable in wavelength to CR
gyroradius, KrL(Emax) ≈ 1, in the precursor the res-
onant and NRH instability must grow at a comparable
rate. The proper transport equation for the upstream
magnetic turbulence should include also the current in
escaping CRs and migration in wavelength, which is in-
deed crucial for regulating escape and scattering of the
most energetic CRs. However, we argue that eq. 5 still
captures the order of magnitude of the relevant growth
rate in the precursor, thereby providing a good fit of
the scaling of the total amplification factor at the shock
(figure 5). We defer to forthcoming works a more de-
tailed description of the interplay among NRH, resonant
and filamentation instabilities, the possible role of long-
wavelength (firehose-like) instabilities, and the extension
of the present results in 3D simulations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper is the second of a series aimed to investi-
gate several aspects of ion acceleration at non-relativistic
shocks through hybrid simulations. The first paper
(Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014a, Paper I) measured the
spectrum of the accelerated particles, the dependence of
the acceleration efficiency on shock strength and incli-
nation with respect to the upstream magnetic field, and
the shock modification induced by efficient CR acceler-
ation. In this paper we investigate the magnetic turbu-
lence generated by super-Alfve´nic particles in the shock
precursor. To perform this study in a consistent way,
in principle one needs to: 1) follow the shock for very
long time in physical units, which requires a box suffi-
ciently large in the direction of the shock propagation,
in order to see the development of the non-thermal ion
tail; 2) use large boxes in the transverse directions, in
order to retain the modifications induced by the filamen-
tation instability (Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2013); 3) run
shocks with very high Mach-numbers, in order to simu-
late conditions relevant to real SNR blast waves. Since
it is computationally impossible to satisfy all of these
requirements in the same run, we individually explored
these limits in different state-of-the-art simulations, al-
ways bearing in mind the physics that may be missing
when one or more of the points above is neglected. Our
main findings are the following.
• High Mach number shocks (M & 50) can pro-
duce very strong CR-induced precursors (e.g., fig-
ure 3), in which the incoming plasma is dramati-
cally slowed down and heated up (see Paper I).
• Magnetic field amplification ahead of the shock is
more effective for strong shocks. The amplification
factor averaged over regions comparable with CR
diffusion lengths is ∼ 10 for MA = 100, and scales
as (Btot/B0)
2 ∝ MA (figure 5). The extrapolation
of this trend to the Mach numbers of a few hundred
relevant for young SNRs can account for their large
inferred magnetic fields of few hundred µG.
• Upstream of shocks with M . 30, the spectrum of
excited magnetic turbulence (figure 6) is consistent
with the prediction of resonant streaming instabil-
ity (e.g., Bell 1978; Achterberg 1983); the energy
distribution in waves is determined by the energy
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distribution in accelerated particles (eq. 8). Am-
plification vanishes for quasi-perpendicular shocks,
where acceleration is inefficient and the CR current
is weak or even absent.
• Shocks with MA & 30 show a different behav-
ior because small-wavelength modes excited by the
non-resonant hybrid (NRH) instability grow faster
than resonant ones (Bell 2004, 2005). NRH modes
are excited by the escaping ions (which have ener-
gies close to the maximum energy Emax) and their
wavelength increases ∝ (δB/B0)2 until it becomes
comparable with the gyroradius of ions with Emax.
• For such high-MA shocks, we can distinguish two
regions: the far upstream region, where the current
is provided by escaping CRs, and the precursor,
where the current is provided by the gradient in
diffusing (magnetized) CRs. NRH instability dom-
inates far upstream, while in the precursor resonant
and NRH instabilities grow at a comparable rate.
The interface between the two regions represents
the so-called free-escape boundary.
These results can be used to include self-consistent mi-
crophysics into models of particle acceleration at shocks,
especially into non-linear approaches to DSA (see, e.g.,
Caprioli et al. 2010, for a comparison of different tech-
niques), which typically require prescriptions for the po-
sition of the free-escape boundary, and for the dominant
channels of magnetic field amplification. The total level
of magnetic field amplification, and its scaling with the
shock Alfve´nic Mach number, is also crucial in model-
ing synchrotron emission of non-thermal electrons accel-
erated in non-relativistic shocks, for instance in SNRs,
AGN lobes, and galaxy clusters. In forthcoming pub-
lications we will cover diffusion of particles in the self-
generated magnetic turbulence and the evolution of the
maximum CR energy with time (Caprioli & Spitkovsky
2014b), and the mechanisms that lead to the injection of
ions into DSA, in order to provide closure for the present
series of papers.
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APPENDIX
DEPENDENCE ON THE TRANSVERSE SIZE OF THE BOX
A few comments on the role of the transverse box size are needed. Figure 9 shows the comparison of magnetic
field profiles (left panel) and non-thermal ions’ spectra (right panel) in Runs A and B, which have Ly = 1000c/ωp
and Ly = 200c/ωp, respectively (see Table 1). The left panel of figure 9 shows the profile of the total magnetic field
Btot = |B|, for both Run A and B. The upper curve illustrates the maximum value of Btot(x) for Run A, while bottom
curves correspond to the average of Btot(x, y) over y, 〈Btot〉. In Run B, max[Btot](x) is almost indistinguishable from
〈Btot〉, and is omitted in the plot. It is important to notice that 〈Btot〉 is almost independent of the actual transverse
size of the box, as long as this is large enough to encompass the gyroradius of most of the ions. In simulations with large
transverse size, however, filamentation leads to prominent inhomogeneities, and the local field may vary significantly
(compare the red and the magenta curves in figure 9).
The ion spectra obtained in Runs A and B are very similar to each other up to t . 800ω−1c (right panel of figure 9).
Beyond this time, the diffusion length of the highest-energy ions becomes comparable with the longitudinal box size in
Run A, and Emax does not increase any longer (left panel of figure 9). The DSA spectral slope is determined by the
shock compression ratio only, but Emax(t) is determined by the strength and the topology of magnetic irregularities
that scatter the ions. The fact that Emax(t) does not depend on the transverse box size until t & 800ω−1c implies that
—on average— also the diffusion of accelerated ions is not strongly affected by filamentation.
We conclude that large transverse sizes are needed to capture the proper topology of the electromagnetic fields
and the shock corrugation, which may have observational implications (see CS13). However, moderately-large 2D
simulations are still adequate to study important quantities in the long-term evolution of the shock, as the averaged
level of magnetic field amplification, thereby returning realistic ion power-law distributions.
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